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Guatemala City by air and its ancient aqueduct. 



Wheelchair shop at Transitions, Antigua. 





Antigua ... bicycle powered knife sharpener 







 After lunch in a Swiss restaurant, our journey continues along the Pan American Highway through the 
Guatemalan highlands. 















Welcome dinner in Aldea Pasaquim before we meet our homestay families. 







The next morning we move out to begin our projects. First, drip irrigating the women's and men's gardens.











Completed the women's garden.



















completed!



Severe erosion is evident, as pebbles and coffee seedlings stand on pillars where the surrounding soil has 
recently washed away. Loss of soil may limit agricultural productivity more than lack of water.





Traditional Mayan stove uses 3 stones, symbolic of 3 pillars that support the universe. We built a stove 
attempting to improve efficiency and reduce emissions. 





Our stove can also serve as an oven, but initial testing revealed inadequate chimney draft. 







Shelling corn takes a significant amount of women's time and can result in blisters. We explored whether 
inexpensive tools could make this task easier and faster. Our first prototypes were made from food cans.





PVC pipe (from the irrigation project) and screws proved more robust, and sold quickly at the local market.



Carlos Marroquin (www.mayapedal.com) made us a prototype pedal battery charger which he brought along with 
a pedal blender and mill. The charger produced a meager 25W of electricity. We reduced friction and replaced 
the generator with a more efficient model we had brought with us. 









We went by bus to interview rural families on the edge of the electric grid, to explore business opportunities for 
recharging batteries off the grid. 













Pedal power, latrine seat, and corn sheller were demonstrated at the local market. Kids loved the bike! 









Peak power increased to nearly 200W with extraordinary exertion. The pedal power laboratory, apparatus for 
power measurements, and team (absent Ricardo).



Musica Aj.























Sunday trip to San Marcos la Laguna and Panajachel.



















 Working with a local honey farmer to understand the export business and why his bees are dying.













Our host family.











Ultimos despididas.











Reviewing the experience in Antigua. 
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